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Israeli health officials said Tuesday there is a likelihood of a
connection between receiving a second dose of the Pfizer COVID
vaccine and the onset of myocarditis in young men aged 16-30.
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The Defender is experiencing censorship on many social
channels. Be sure to stay in touch with the news that matters by
subscribing to our top news of the day. It's free.

Israeli health o"cials found a probable link between the
P#zer/BioNTech COVID vaccine — which the country has relied
on almost exclusively in its vaccination drive — and dozens of
cases of heart in$ammation in young men following the second
dose, the Health Ministry said Tuesday.

After the ministry received reports of heart in$ammation,
including myocarditis, following recent COVID vaccination, a
panel of experts was appointed to investigate the issue. The
panel included public health experts specializing in
epidemiology, members of the National Center for Disease
Control and academics from the Tel Aviv University, Technion-
Israel Institute of Technology and Haifa University.
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Robert F. Kennedy Jr
@RobertKennedyJr

EU regulators are calling on Pfizer + Moderna to 
provide additional data related to companies’ 
COVID vaccines + a potential link to heart 
inflammation.
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EU Regulators Call on Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca for Mo…
The European Medicines Agency also wants Pfizer and 
Johnson & Johnson to update warnings and lists of side …
effects relating to face swelling (Pfizer) and blood clots 
(J&J).
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Myocarditis is in$ammation of the heart muscle that can lead to
cardiac arrhythmia and death. According to researchers at the
National Organization for Rare Disorders, myocarditis can
result from infections, but “more commonly the myocarditis is a
result of the body’s immune reaction to the initial heart
damage.”

According to a study by Israeli health o"cials, there were 275
cases of myocarditis identi#ed between December 2020 and
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May 2021, including 148 cases that occurred within a month
after vaccination. Of those 148 cases, 27 occurred after the #rst
dose and 121 after the second dose. About half of the cases
involved people with previous medical conditions, Bloomberg
reported.

Many of the cases were reported among men 16 to 30, and
most often in 16- to 19-year-olds. Most of the patients were
discharged from the hospital in less than four days, and 95% of
the cases were considered mild.

“There is a likelihood of a connection between receiving a
second dose of vaccine and the onset of myocarditis in young
men aged 16-30,” the group of experts concluded. “The
connection is stronger in young people aged 16-19 compared
to other ages and it decreases as age increases.”

The new analysis “is very suggestive of a causal nature”
between the vaccine and myocarditis, said Dror Mevorach,
head of internal medicine at the Hadassah University Medical
Center who was tasked with leading the panel. “I am convinced
there is a relationship.”

“It does suggest that this is, at least statistically, a real
phenomenon,” said Peter Liu, a cardiologist and chief scienti#c
o"cer of the University of Ottawa Heart Institute.

CHD Calls on FDA to Take COVID
Vaccines O! the Market - Submit a

Comment
Douglas Diekema, a pediatrician and bioethicist at Seattle
Children’s Hospital, said it’s important to investigate “even a
hint of a signal.” However he cautioned that “while this report is
suggestive … it requires validation in other populations by other
investigators before we can be certain the link exists.”

In a statement, P#zer said there is still no indication the cases
are due to its vaccine. Myocarditis is often caused by viral
infections, and COVID infections have been reported to cause
the condition, the drugmaker said.

P#zer’s partner, BioNTech, said more than 300 million doses of
the COVID vaccine have been administered globally and the
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“bene#t-risk pro#le” of the vaccine remains positive.

“A careful assessment of the reports is ongoing and it has not
been concluded,” the company said. “Adverse events, including
myocarditis and pericarditis, are being regularly and thoroughly
reviewed by the companies as well as by regulatory
authorities.”

The Israeli panel’s #ndings come as Israel and many European
countries debate whether younger adolescents should be
vaccinated against COVID. A decision to include the 12 to 15 age
group in the country’s vaccination program has not yet been
made.

According to the Health Ministry, a recommendation regarding
the vaccination for children ages 12-15 will soon be formulated
by the epidemiological team and will be communicated to the
ministry’s director general.

Other countries, including the U.S. and Canada began
vaccinating children 12 and older in May. As The Defender
reported, a group of more than 40 UK doctors last month in an
open letter told Britain’s drug regulation agency that
vaccinating children for COVID is “irresponsible, unethical and
unnecessary.”

The preliminary #ndings of the Israeli panel studying a possible
link between the vaccine and myocarditis were #rst leaked by
Channel 12 at the end of April. Channel 12 mentioned two
cases of people succumbing to the disease, but said there was
no certainty as to the link between these cases and the vaccine.

As The Defender reported May 10, EU regulators called on
P#zer and Moderna to provide additional data related to the
companies’ COVID vaccines and a potential link to heart
in$ammation after the agency completed a safety review of all
four COVID vaccines authorized for emergency use in the EU.

In a report issued May 7, the European Medicines Agency’s
safety committee, (PRAC), disclosed its members were aware of
cases of myocarditis and pericarditis following P#zer
vaccination.

Regulators said they didn’t see an indication the vaccine caused
these cases. But as a prevention, PRAC requested P#zer provide
further data, including an analysis of events according to age
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and gender, in its next pandemic summary safety report before
regulators could determine if any other regulatory action is
needed.

On May 24, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) announced it was investigating reports that some
teenagers and young adults vaccinated against COVID may
have experienced heart problems.

The CDC’s Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices in a
May 17 statement said reports of myocarditis to date seemed
to occur predominantly in adolescents and young adults, more
often in males than females, more often following the second
dose and typically within four days after vaccination. Most
cases appeared to be “mild” and follow-up is ongoing.

On April 27, Reuters reported the U.S. Department of Defense
was investigating 14 cases of heart in$ammation among people
who were vaccinated through the military’s health services.

A search in the CDC’s Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System
(VAERS) revealed 419 cases of pericarditis and myocarditis
reported between Dec. 14, 2020 and May 21, 2021 in the U.S
following COVID vaccination. Of the 419 cases reported, 247
cases were attributed to P#zer, 151 cases to Moderna and 20
cases to Johnson & Johnson’s COVID vaccine.
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natural health.

Sign up for free news and updates from Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
and the Children’s Health Defense. CHD is planning many
strategies, including legal, in an e!ort to defend the health of
our children and obtain justice for those already injured. Your
support is essential to CHD’s successful mission.
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the vaccines need to be removed immediately and the
vaccinations stopped.

 23△ ▽

GetCheckedNow  
• 4 days ago • edited

> Had_Enough2010

Dr Peter McCullough agrees!
https://rumble.com/vhp8e1-m...

Dr Peter McCullough is an internist, epidemiologist,
cardiologist, and professor at Texas A&M University
medical school in Dallas. (He has Master's in Public
Health as well as being an MD). 
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• Reply •

Health as well as being an MD). 
He is the former Vice Chief of Internal Medicine at
Baylor Unvi Med Center, co-editor of "Reviews in
Cardiovascular Medicine, and Assoc Editor of the
American Journal of Cardiology and Cardiorenal
Medicine."
He published 35 papers on Covid. He has over 1000
publications to his name and 500 citations in the
National Library of Medicine. He gave testimony re
Covid in Congress, and testified in front of the Texas
Senate.

He has been a big promoter of early treatment of
Covid which has been successful.

They are ridiculing him, trying to stop him; he will not
be silenced. As he says (end of the video): Bring it on.

His response (in another interview) to drs/ scientists
trying to say he is wrong: Stop being afraid, and join
me in doing what's right. [paraphrasing]

 6△ ▽

Bev Johnson  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> GetCheckedNow

FLCCC.net has a lot of information for those
with minds open and brains still active.

 3△ ▽

rogersan  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Bev Johnson

Ivermectin ftw!!!
 2△ ▽

BH387  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> GetCheckedNow

Others are starting to do so. Let's hope it
becomes an avalanche!

https://www.brighteon.com/3...
 2△ ▽

ryan • 4 days ago

I just can't believe people run to get these vaccines over a
sickness that's no different than the flu for 99.9% of the
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• Reply •

sickness that's no different than the flu for 99.9% of the
population. I am 47 and the amount of people my age in CA
getting it is shocking. I think it has to do with fitting in and
being part of the perceived "smart crowd". I can't figure out
why it's considered the smart crowd at all. There is no way
many of my friends and people I know are that scared. It's
literally like Zombie land.

 21△ ▽

BH387  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> ryan

After months or ready availability and a massive
propaganda blitz, about half of Americans still haven't
got it. So there must be many people who haven't
bought in. I would expect most aren't "hesitant", but
flatly reject the jabs.

 11△ ▽

CATRYNA49  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> BH387

That would be me. Reject, reject, reject, all
vaccines. And, . . . . I remember the crap that
took place in 1976 with all the political and
medical scam that went on. I watched and
listened to all the people that ended up with
strokes, GB and dead. That was a true wake up
call for me.

 9△ ▽

Bill Rood  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> CATRYNA49

I generally trusted vaccines until I found
out about the 1986 law a year ago. Now
I'm more anti-vax than RFK jr. I'm
hoping Big Pharma and Gates
overreached on this one.

 1△ ▽

BH387  • 3 days ago> CATRYNA49

I too trusted vaccines until children
started getting vaccinated for chicken
pox. Not knowing anything about the
poisons in vaccines or the injuries they
caused, I wondered why trade superior
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• Reply •

caused, I wondered why trade superior
natural immunity to a virus that causes
far worse illness for older people
acquired by a typically very mild
childhood disease for inferior artificial
immunity that would require "boosters"?
I could see the money grab.

Later, upon seeing death rate trends
including introduction of vaccines, I
could see how we've been misled, and I
looked into the rest in earnest.

Now it is clear smallpox was eradicated
by improved dietary practices and living
conditions, and that poliomyelitis was
evidently not even infectious at all, its
peak incidence in the US following peak
use and phasing out of paralytic
pesticides such as lead arsenate (I"m
not kidding, a compound of lead and
arsenic!), lindane (benzene hexahcloride,
BHC), and DDT like a shadow image,
while indigenous populations with 100%
polio virus infection rates and no
pesticides were free of paralytic disease!
△ ▽

Phi  • 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> BH387

Hell, no! I would rather eat a head of garlic as
protection than submit, blindly to a jab.
You're not one of the cool kids if you refuse the
jab. I will be the pariah.

 1△ ▽

joanofark06  • 3 days ago> BH387

Well, I just replied above about that....the many
that they haven't bought in? 
"They" put their little heads and came up with
the answer! The "chance" (yeah right), to win
thousands of dollars in cash and prizes, AND
EVEN a 50 dollar gift card, for coming in.
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• Reply •

EVEN a 50 dollar gift card, for coming in.
Now, let's speak about, the ones who haven't
been bought in? The homeless, the poor, the
unemployed, and of course, the ones with a
low IQ.....will come running out of the
woodwork, right?
△ ▽

Bev Johnson  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> BH387

Risk v s benefit ratio. Not going to remove
hesitancy in a thinking person.
△ ▽

Ganga Kingsley  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> ryan

Yes, and I feel exactly the same. So I hope that means
there are more of us than we think!!!!!

 7△ ▽

CATRYNA49  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Ganga Kingsley

I do hope so. it has certainly woken up my
husband and a few others, I know.

 6△ ▽

BH387  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Ganga Kingsley

Most of my closest friends are absolute
refusers. But alas, some folks I know who
should know better have gotten the jabs.

 2△ ▽

joanofark06  
• 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> BH387

Yeah, just when you thought that they
had some intelligence....it's so sad and
disappointing!
△ ▽

ginebra  • 8 hours ago> ryan

Here in Uruguay they rehearsed last night how could
be opening a venue for a 100 people show with a
"responsable pass", that is to say just for vaccinated
or eventually for those who can pay a quick test just
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or eventually for those who can pay a quick test just
for that day. 
They are forcing us to choose between being a Guinea
pig or become a 21th century leper condemned to live
online and isolated...
△ ▽

joanofark06  • 3 days ago • edited> ryan

Ah California eh? I'm sure you've seen the articles of
the...giving away of hundreds of dollars (was it
thousands of dollars? I forget, but anyway) in
cash/prizes, for those that get the "vaccine". Ok
maybe their name will go in a "non-existant" drawing,
but you STILL get to be a weiner...I mean a
winner.....cause their giving out 50 dollar gift cards, for
doing this stupid thing! 
Anyway, it's two states, so far, that I've seen (California
and Ohio), and one country (Singapore), where they
are playing with people's minds.
It didn't take me, but a second, to see how THIS is
going to play out.....every unemployed, homeless,
poor person, and of course, the low IQ people, will be
coming out of the woodwork for this chance to get
that "gold wrapper" in that chocolate bar (cash/prizes),
and to definitely fight whoever is in their way, to get to
the front of the line...for what seems like a HUNDRED
dollars (instead of 50 dollar ), gift card. It'd be sad to
watch them rolling up their sleeves, cause there's not
enough money anyone could give me, to get one of
these experimental "vaccines"! 
But money talks, and you know the rest....
So I think they've covered everyone now, with that
"vaccine".....pregnant women, babies just born (eww,
don't get me started on THAT!), the teenagers, and the
old folk, and now....everyone else. They should make a
commercial...."Are you living in the street, homeless?
Well race on down, as fast as your legs can run or
pedal, to your nearest, blah blah blah, and get your
vaccine, and we'll give you, A 50 DOLLAR GIFT CARD!
But that's not all...oh no no no! We'll even give YOU
the chance to get in the thousand dollar drawing for
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millions in cash and prizes...etc etc. What kind of nice
home could you get with THAT! (Nada!) 
Could you just imagine? Geezzz...
△ ▽

Jane Orleans • 4 days ago

• Reply •

AND the Salk Institute's recent study and paper confirmed
that the SPIKE PROTEIN (even absent the viral part of SARS-
COV2) was DESTRUCTIVE of the vascular system and
resulted in END ORGAN DAMAGE (heart, brain, liver, spleen,
etc). The "vaccines" force the body to MAKE SPIKE
PROTEIN. We are in for a WORLD of damage, the likes of
which NO ONE has seen before. https://www.salk.edu/news-
r...

 9△ ▽

Dean Jackson  • 4 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Jane Orleans

"The "vaccines" force the body to MAKE SPIKE
PROTEIN. We are in for a WORLD of damage, the likes
of which NO ONE has seen before."

Within a cell, after ribosomes turn the mRNA spike
protein into a spike protein, the cell's proteasomes
tears the spike protein into fragments. Some of these
fragments are carried out of the cell by mhc1 to attach
to the cell membrane. Later, when the infected cell is
destroyed, spike protein fragments are let loose and
attach to other cells' membranes. Here's the problem:
When the spike protein is attached to an actual virus, it
allows for entry into a cell. In the case of spike protein
fragments that are let loose after a cell is destroyed,
the fragment (1) doesn't want to enter the cell;
allowing the fragment (2) to link up with another cell
that collides with the fragment; thereby (3) creating
multicell groupings; that (4) produce blood clots and
their related pathologies.

 6△ ▽

Christine Thompson  
• 3 days ago

> Dean Jackson

"The many ways in which 'covid' 'vaccines'
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• Reply •

may harm your health" at:

https://globalresearch.ca/m...
△ ▽

sadik • 4 days ago

• Reply •

I wouldn't be so sure that people in Israel have been
vaccinated AT ALL. It is obvious now that Israel as a state
was advertisement for vaccination for the rest of the world.
There is a possibility that they first calibrated PCR tests to
high number of cycles to get high numbers of Covid positives.
Than people were vaccinated with placebo or vitamins and
then PCR tests were calibrated with low number of cycles,
say 25 which produce low numbers of Covid cases so
everything looked like huge vaccine success. That would
explain why many other countries with high vaccination rate
have huge rise of of cases or high excess mortality after
vaccination (Chile, Hungary, Seychelles, Mongolia...) but israel
does not.

 11△  ▽ 1

Ganga Kingsley  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> sadik

There is team behind all of this - of top Freudian
psychoanalysts. They are needed as a team according
to how the collective psyche of humanity reacts to
their control/genocide mission. I helped to found a gov
registered training in psychotherapy and also taught
different schools of psychological thought. What is
being played out today takes psychopathy to a depth.
that astonishes those that can bear the entire plan,
Some can only bear parts, and that's OK. But to get
the entire over-view, well, it beggars belief...

 4△ ▽

rogersan  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Ganga Kingsley

The level of neural linguistic manipulation is
shocking.
△ ▽

Henry Lamotte  • 4 days ago • edited> sadik

I wouldn't be a surprise. Recently booted Netanyahu
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• Reply •

I wouldn't be a surprise. Recently booted Netanyahu
was sleeping with the Trumps/Kushners, right when
this mess was unleashed in the world. Besides, I saw
another poster today, expressing her concern about a
new China policy of three kids per family, because
they do not want population decline? They should
have a huge population decline. According to most
experts overpopulation is a real and urgent world
problem, we are not going to blame Netherlands,
Portugal, Croatia or Uruguay for it. Now, we have a
virus that presumably, and most everything points to a
lab in China as its origin, we are loaded with cases and
deaths, while China seems to be not having much of it.
Besides, we know by now, Dr. falsey was sharing GoF
research related to coronaviruses with the enemy,
China. This is all very very suspicious, no matter which
angle it is looked at from.

 5△  ▽ 1

Bev Johnson  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Henry Lamotte

This is much higher up the food chain than R vs
D.
△ ▽

ACommentator  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Henry Lamotte

If China hypothetically wants to take over the
world and replace those that die out elsewhere
it would want to promote having more children.
Just a thought.
△ ▽

kris  • 4 days ago> Henry Lamotte

wow, china and india have the largest
populations ... people of asian decent including
india make up 2/3 of the world population... to
say china says 3 kids per family.. do they not
know that will lead to exponential population
growth??? totally insane.

keep blaming everthing on the u.s.a but this is
the country people beg to move to. for the little
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• Reply •

the country people beg to move to. for the little
freedom left here.
△ ▽

Bev Johnson  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> sadik

Plausible. To your critics I would say : prove him
wrong.
△ ▽

Rosen  • 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> sadik

Israel also had a big increase in mortality in January
and February-at the height of their vaccination
campaign. Probably the vaccine caused a more
dangerous variant to go around then.
△ ▽

lelainaP • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Dr. Bret Weinstein (Ph.D) and Dr. Pierre Kory (M.D.) discuss
the ongoing 
pandemic, the care of COVID-19 patients, and the incredible
story of 
Ivermectin.

▶

 6△ ▽

rogersan  • 3 days ago> lelainaP
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rogersan  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> lelainaP

I use the horse paste the pills are impossible to get for
cheap.
△ ▽

Bev Johnson  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> lelainaP

2 plus hours of fascinating information. Highly
recommend.
△ ▽

cgw5364  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Bev Johnson

Agree! I watch Heather and Bret every week.
△ ▽

Ektor • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Possibly, could be, maybe, might be, we're looking into it,
investigating it, no direct link, unlikely, improbable, no chance,
no connection, perhaps, slight chance, doubtful, couldn't be,
etc. Exactly like the entire fake pandemic and the last 16
months...not one exact parcel of truth from anyone other than
the people who see through this entire charade and indignity
forced upon humanity.

 5△ ▽

chris • 4 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Recent revelations from Dr. Byram Bridle confirm the fact, that
the spike protein, unique for ALL the covid-19 injections (with
very small changes) is the sole cause of the harm because it
is a toxin to begin with. Just wonder, how on earth a decade
long planning of that false scamdemic ended up with this first
study of toxicity of a product which was injected into
MILLIONS, already? Wasn't it clear from begin the this spike
binds ACE2 receptors, thus interferes with countless normal
essential human proteins? And wouldn't bioinformatic centers
also be responsible for this negligence of not looking into
basics with all their knowledge they have??

 5△ ▽

BH387 • 4 days ago

Take the VAERS injury numbers and multiply them by 100,
and it's probably closer to the actual figures, i.e., on the order
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• Reply •

and it's probably closer to the actual figures, i.e., on the order
of 40,000 cases of pericarditis and myocarditis in the US. And
these are just the early returns. How many conditions will
arise going forward due to the harmful spike proteins in these
jabs that few will think to connect to them? We'll only be able
to get a sense from the overall stats.

 4△ ▽

Rosen • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Although they say there is a link to heart inflammation, Israel
just announced that they are beginning to vaccinate 12-16
year olds this Sunday. This is just another indication that the
vaccine is not about health, but a program to put a vaccine in
every arm....

 3△ ▽

BH387  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Rosen

And spike proteins or viral vectors in every vein and
brain. But they'll have to kill a lot of us in some other
way first.
△ ▽

chris • 4 days ago • edited

one more addition to the homologies inside of the injected
spike with other toxins. This time something Craig Venter's
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